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(A) of
An important part of the book is the introductory fifty-six pages consisting:
,,Grundgesetze." Five fundamental laws of crystal geometry are recognized
definitions and
(I. isotypy;
instead of the usual two or three. Four fundamental Iaws of crystal chemistry
IL isomorphism;III. diadochy;and IV. polymorphism) are mentioned'
(B) piinciples of classification. Nine classes are given. These are enumerated later in
the review.
present
(C) Important Structure Types. This is a well-illustrated summary of our
are given, it is
knowledge of the structure of ciystals. Since names of authors and dates
easy to look up most of them in such a work as Wyckofi's The Structwe oJ Cryslals'
(1) atomic
Following (c) is section (D), ivhich consists of a number of tables showing
with
order
alphabetical
in
(2)
elements
chemical
nu-be.s,
atomic
radii plotted against
crystal classes with
atomic weights, (S) ttt" periodic system of elements, (4) a table of 32
of the
six syste-s arrd not the seven of Croth. (The only gap in the list of representatives
(6) a table giv32 classesis the trigonal bipyramidal class), (5) the 14 Bravais lattices, and
Mauguin
ing the 230 space-groups with both the Schoenflies symbols and the normalized
symbols.
The major portion of the book "systematik der Mineralien
Grundlage" occupies 164 Pages.
The divisions (Klasse) are:
I. Elements, alloys, carbids, nitrids, and phosphids'

auf kristallchemischer

Il.Sulfidsandrelatedcompoundsincludingoxysulfids.(Thesulfo-saltsarenottreated
separately as in Groth's Tabel,l,arischeubersicht')
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VlL

Halids.
and iodates).
oxids and hydroxids (and along with them arsenites, selenites, tellurites,
and
borates.
carbonates,
Nitrates,
Sulfates, tellurates, chromates, molybdates, and tungstates'
Phosphates, arsenates, and vanadates'
(B) self-containedSilicates. The order of silicates is (A) discrete-silica silicates,
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It should be remarked that Strunz departs from Berman, Winchell, and others in treating quartz and the other silica minerals under the oxids rather than along with the feldspars
in the netlvork silicates. The reviewer agreeswith the viewpoint of Strunz.
IX. Organic compounds, which include salts of organic acids and hydrocarbons.
This is followed by a combined index and alphabetical list of mineral names rn'hich occupies 62 pages. This seems to be fairly complete (ca 5600 names), but r note the omission
of such names as aegirine-augite, argentine, diopside-jadeite, geolyte, kalaite, lamprobolite,
leptochlorite, metabrucite, oxyhornblende, pseudotridymite, pseudowollastonite,
serpophite, and shanyavskite.
About 2000 minerals are given species rank.
At the end of the book there is a list of 41 mineralogical museums. Of American museums
only Harvard, u. s. National Museum, American Museum of Naturar History,
ottawa,
Toronto, Brazilian National Museum, and Argentine National Museum are mentioned.
Among points upon which there may be disagreements with the author are the followlng:
Gibbsite is the name used for hydrous aluminum phosphate instead of for Al(oH)3.
Mohavite is used instead of tincalconite.
Niobite is preferred to columbite.
Hydromagnesite is given as rhombic-bipyramidal. The reviewer p roved (Am..
rour. sci.
6, 37-47, 1923) that it is monoclinic.
Griinerite is used instead of grunerite.
'Ihe
formula of ankerite is given as CaFe(COa)r.It should be Ca(Mg,Fe)(COs)2.
Mineral groups, usually restricted to isomorphous series, are used in a wider sense than
is customary. For example, hexagonar glaserite, monocrinic grauberite, and rhombic
anhydrite are placed in the same group.
Some synthetic products are included along with the minerals. For example, some of the
Tutton'sche salze Rr2Rrr(gQJr .6HzO are given along with the three minerals:
schdnite
(picromerite), cyanochroite, and boussingaultite.
rn the opinion of the reviewer the author has done an excellent job. rt is a worthy
successor of Gtoth's Tabellarische Abersiehl der Mi nerulien.If is especially useful in view of
the
fact that only one volume of the ne'r' seventh edition of Dana,s sysrem oJ Mineralogy
has yet appeared.
AusrrN F. Rocnns, Stanford Ltni,oersitnt

RocKS AND RocK MTNERALS by Lours v. prnson, third edition revised by
Aoor,pn
Kxorr. John Wiley and Sons, Inc. viif 349 pages (1942). price g4.00.
The frrst edition of this popular book came out in 1908 and served beginners in the field
of geology for many years. The second edition u'as published in 1926. The second
and tfiird
(the present) editions were revised by professor Knopf. rn his preface professor
Knopf says
"To simpiify, clarify, and condense were the guiding principles in making the revision."
rn that he has succeeded to the extent that the prospector will find the book readilv understood and serviceable.
The arrangement of subject matter is almost entirely retained as in the earlier editionsabout eighty pages being devoted to mineral descriptions and two hundred thirty pages
devoted to the petrology, description and classification of the various rock types. Determinative tables of minerals and rocks are included.
The discussion of the petrology of rock types is highly conventional. currently controversial aspects are avoided as perhaps they should be, even at the hazard of giving the beginning student a picture of a fixed and completed study rather than one which
is sufiering
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severe growing pains. The statements on such topics as complementary dikes and the role
of the critical temperature of water are carried forward from the earlier editions.
Though the subject matter has been little changed the text has been quite extensivell'
rewritten to advantage. Several new analyses are added. rf used as a class-room text, the
subject matter can well be discussed further by the instructor, especially in the field of
petrogenesis.
R. C. Eunoxs,
JOINT

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC

Uniztersit^tof Wisconsin

MEETING

The American Society for X-Ray and Electron Difiraction and the Crystallographic
Society of America will hold their first joint meeting at Yale University, April lst to 3rd
inclusive, 1948. Joint and separate technical sessionswill be held and the President of the
Crystallographic Society will deliver his retiring address. Detailed notices have been sent
to members of the two Societies. Non-members wishing further information may obtain
it from either of the undersisned.
Er,rzanern A. Wooo, Secrel,ary,
Ameri.can Society Jor X-Ray anil Eleclron Difraction,
B ell T el,ep hone Lab or al,or i.es,
Murray Hill,, New Jersey.
Wrrlreu Plnnrsn, S ecrelary,
Cryslall,ographi,cSociety oJ America,
P hilips Laboratories, Inc.,
I rvin gton-on-H ud,son, N ew Y or k,

